Charting Your Path
Strategies for Success in Academe:
A Conference for STEM Women Associate Professors
And Their Administrators

Wednesday, March 16, 2011
Registration starts 10:15 a.m.
Buffet lunch served 11 a.m.
Plenary speaker: noon
Workshops following

UNC Charlotte
Barnhardt Student Activity Center, Salons A-E
9201 University City Blvd, Charlotte

A $15 fee will be charged, payable by cash, check or money order.

Sponsored by Dr. Joan Lorden, Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, UNC Charlotte. Hosted by the UNC Charlotte ADVANCE Faculty Affairs Office.

This conference will consider strategies for improving the success of associate professors as they seek career advancement. We encourage faculty and their administrators to attend together.

Our lunch plenary speaker, Dr. Nancy Tuana, director of the Rock Ethics Institute at The Pennsylvania State University, will speak on “The Roles of Mentoring, Advising and Strategizing in the Academy: Becoming a Leader is a Choice, Not an Accident.”

Faculty and administrators will attend panel sessions with their peers including:

• For faculty: “Choosing Your Future” and “Self-Promotion and Visibility.”
• For administrators: “Strategies for Assisting Faculty” and “Strategies for Promoting Visibility of Faculty.”

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. 0548401. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.